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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a new methodology for speech corpora definition
from internet documents is described, in order to record a large
speech database, dedicated to the training and testing of
acoustic models for speech recognition. In the first section, the
Web robot which is in charge of collecting Web pages from
Internet is presented, then the web text to French sentences
filtering mechanism is explained. Some information about the
corpus organization (90% for training and 10% for test) is
given. In the third section, the phoneme distribution of the
corpus is presented and comparison is made with others French
language studies. Finally tools and planning for recording the
speech database with more than one hundred speakers are
described.

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many people can access the Internet, either
from work, school or home. This growing population is
not only passive by consulting existing documents on the
Web pages, news servers and chat sessions ; they
participate actively on the Internet by creating,
publishing and/or synthesizing contents. Depending on
the context (professional, personal, educational…) these
documents are of very different nature. People generally
use simplified vocabulary and ungrammatical
expressions as they do in everyday life. This means that
by using the documents publicly available on the Internet
we can obtain a very large corpus that is a mixture of
well-written text and of free text more representative of
what can be said in spontaneous speech. These internet
based corpora are very interesting to handle different
tasks :
• train language models more appropriate in the
context of dialog systems and/or spontaneous speech
recognition.
• get a large amount of sentences for large speech
database recording.
The first task related to Language Models (LMs) was
discussed in a former paper presented in last ASRU
conference (Vaufreydaz, 1999). It was shown how the
use of Internet, to automatically prepare LMs adapted to
a given task, can lead to a word accuracy up to 15%
better than a system using LMs trained on written text.
This paper is rather dedicated to the second task since
we used sentences captured on the Web to record a large
speech database. In section 2, we describe how using our

indexing engines and appropriate filters we collected a
very huge set of French documents that could directly be
used either in LM learning or for database recording.
Treatments specific to data cleaning for large speech
database recording are also described in this section.
Section 3 is dedicated to evaluate the adequacy of the
resulting corpus to represent phonemes distribution in
the French language. Details on database recording
environment are given in section 4. Finally, in section 5
we draw some conclusions.

2. DATA ANALYSIS
2.1 Gathering Internet documents
As we already mentioned, a former paper (Vaufreydaz,
1999) presents document collection methods from
Internet. In this section, we only discuss important points
in order to describe the source corpus of our work.
In collaboration with MRIM1, another team of our
laboratory, a Web robot which is in charge of collecting
Web pages from the Internet has been developed. This
bot is called CLIPS-Index. It is an RFC-2068 compliant
robot that respects privacy of documents. It takes one or
several starting points on the Web and finds all pages
and text documents it can reach from there. It filters out
documents according to their types (separating html and
text documents from others like images, audio files,
etc…) and/or the name of the Web server.
CLIPS-Index provides a good way to collect Web data
quickly. During February 1999, we performed a first
collection of Web data (HTML and text): WebFr. This
corpus contains more than 1,550,000 different
documents amassed in 84 hours. They were found on
more than 20000 servers from the French domain ‘.fr’.
WebFr is a collection of about 10 gigabytes of HTML
and text documents.

2.2 Text corpus generation for speech database
Data extracted from the Web is not in a suitable textual
form to be presented directly to a speaker for recording
speech. Thus, we use a set of filters in order to get the
text in the appropriate form. Moreover, to increase
quality of the resulting speech corpora, we conduct
1
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several analysis to check phonetic distribution in the
corpora.
2.2.1 From Web to French sentences
In Web documents, headers, tags and other diacritics are
superfluous and must be removed. Moreover, all the
documents in WebFr are not in French language
(documents can be English, German or in a multilingual
form). However the selection of .fr domain helped us to
reduce the chance of gathering texts written in other
languages to a minimum. So the first step was to filter
out the documents. Figure 1 presents the filter
composition used in this first step.

Internet documents

(1)

Text

Cette exclamatio n éch appait à un clerc ap partenant au genre d e ceux qu'on appelle dans les étu des d es _ s auteruisseaux _, et qu i mordait en ce moment de fo rt b on appétit dan s un mo rceau de pain ; il en arracha un peu de
mie p our faire un e bou lette et la lança railleusement par le vasistas d'une fenêtre sur laqu elle il s'app uyait. Bien
dir igée, la bou lette reb ondit presq ue à la hauteur de la croisée, après avo ir frappé le chapeau d'un incon nu qui
traver sait la co ur d'u ne maison située ru e Vivienne, où d emeurait Me Derville, av oué. Cette exclamatio n
éch appait à un clerc ap partenant au genre de ceux qu'on ap pelle dans les études des _ sau te-ruisseaux _, et qu i
mo rdait en ce mo ment de fort bon appétit dans un morceau de pain ; il en arracha un peu de mie pour faire un e
boulette et la lança railleusement par le vas istas d'une fen être sur laquelle il s'appuyait. Bien dirigée, la boulette
reb ondit presq ue à la hau teu r de la crois ée, après av oir fr appé le chapeau d'un inconn u qui traversait la cour d'une
maiso n située rue Viv ien ne, où demeur ait M e Derv ille , avoué. Cette exclamation échappait à un clerc ap partenant
au gen re de ceux qu'on ap pelle dans les études des _ saute-ruisseaux _, et qu i mor dait en ce mo ment de fort bon
appétit d ans un mor ceau de pain ; il en arr acha un peu de mie po ur faire une bou lette et la lança railleusement par
le vasistas d 'une fen être s ur laq uelle i

(2) & (3)

French sentences

Il mord ait en ce moment de fort bon appétit d ans un morceau de pain.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Bien d irig ée, la bou lette rebond it presqu e à la hauteu r d e la crois ée.
Cet inconnu traversait la co ur d'une m aison située rue Vivien ne, où.
Cette exclamation échappait à un clerc appart enant au g enre de ceu.
Il mord ait en ce moment de fort bon appétit d ans un morceau de pain.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Bien d irig ée, la bou lette rebond it presqu e à la hauteu r d e la croi sée,
Cet inconnu traversait la co ur d'une m aison.

(4)

Automatically selected
French sentences

Il mord ait en ce moment de fort bon appétit d ans un morceau de pain.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Bien d irig ée, la bou lette rebond it presqu e à la hauteu r d e la crois ée.
Cet inconnu traversait la co ur d'une m aison située rue Vivien ne, où.
Cette exclamation échappait à un clerc appart enant au g enre de ceu.
Il mord ait en ce moment de fort bon appétit d ans un morceau de pain.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Bien d irig ée, la bou lette rebond it presqu e à la hauteu r d e la croi sée,
Cet inconnu traversait la co ur d'une m aison.

Manual correction

Final
French sentences

Il mord ait en ce moment de fort bon appétit d ans un morceau de pain.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Bien d irig ée, la bou lette rebond it presqu e à la hauteu r d e la crois ée.
Cet inconnu traversait la co ur d'une m aison située rue Vivien ne, où.
Cette exclamation échappait à un clerc appart enant au g enre de ceu.
Il mord ait en ce moment de fort bon appétit d ans un morceau de pain.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Il en arrach a un peu de mie pou r faire un e boul ette.
Il la lança railleus ement par le vasi stas d'une fenêtre sur laq uelle il s'ap puyait.
Bien d irig ée, la bou lette rebond it presqu e à la hauteu r d e la croi sée,
Cet inconnu traversait la co ur d'une m aison.

complete French is not very high compared to the large
amount of data we processed. After this stage, the
amount of sentences we kept was 70759. Then, The third
filter (3) deletes the following type of sentences:
•
•
•
•
•

sentences made up of less than 15 words
duplicate sentences
sentences including more than one “.”
sentences including two identical consecutive words
sentences containing spellings

At this point, a corpus of 47482 sentences was obtained.
After that, in order to correct all the sentences, we need
to make a first automatic pass. We used the treetagger
(Schmid 1994) to transform every sentence in a list of
grammatical tags. A language model built on a tagged
version of Grace3 corpus, is then applied to remove
sentences corresponding to unknown trigrams (i.e.
unknown grammatical form). After this automatic pass,
about 10% of the sentences were removed and 43279
sentences remained in the corpus. Finally, the perplexity
of the LM is calculated for each sentence in order to
select only sentences for which perplexity is below a
given threshold. The value of this threshold is used to
tune two parameters : the number of sentences needed
for recording and the accuracy of these sentences. Of
course, there should be a compromise between these
parameters (4). The speech database we want to record
has to be 20 hours long (72000s). So, if we consider that
sentences of 15 words (the shortest ones in our corpus !)
have a mean duration of 6s ; we deduce that 12000
sentences are enough to build a 20 h speech database. By
keeping sentences of perplexity less than 12, we
managed to obtain 12239 sentences.
The last filter is a human one. A manual correction of
sentences was performed, using a HTML interface in
order to facilitate the collaborative work of readers. For
technical reasons, the use of this interface allowed us to
propose 11262 sentences to the readers. After this 10470
sentences were kept (the other 792 were judged
impossible to correct, unusable, or were less than 15
words length after correction by human). The
treatments

Figure 1: web text to French sentences filtering
The first filter takes Internet documents and produces
text with inserted document separators (1). Next, we
have used two lexicons to select sentences : BDLex
(Pérennou, 1987), a dictionary with 245,000 entries,
enlarged by ABU (Universal Bibliophiles’ Association2)
to about 400,000 lexical forms. The second filter
produces all the sentences exclusively made with words
of this vocabulary (2). It also transcribes numbers in
context (date, money, etc.) to textual form in order to
prevent various pronunciations between speakers. Thus,
variability of signals labeling decreases and its reliability
increases. Due to first names and non French vocabulary
words found on the Web, we assume that the amount of
2
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Filter

Documents type

Size

-

HTML + Text
from Web (in Go)

10

(1)

French Text (in
Go)

2

(2) & (3)

French sentences

47482

(4)

Automatically
selected sentences

12239

Manual

Final French
sentences

10470

http://www.limsi.fr/TLP/grace/index.html

Table 1 : summary of the sentences filtering results
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Figure 2 : adequacy of web data phoneme distribution to the French language
described in this section are summarized in Table 1.
Inside these 10470 correct sentences, 74% were kept
without any change (77% if we do not take into account
pure punctuation changes like comas), whereas the other
ones were manually corrected. This high percentage of
correct sentences shows that adequate filters applied to
Internet data allows to automatically capture a large
amount of clean and ready-to-use sentences ! We can see
however that refining options alters drastically the size
of the output corpus. Indeed, increasing constraints
reduces number of words by a factor of 8000. Filtering
parameters must be therefore carefully chosen.
2.2.2 Corpus organization
Our 10470 sentences corpus needs to be divided in a
training corpus (90% of the total) and a test corpus (10%
of the total). Moreover, phoneme distribution should be
equivalent in each sub-corpus.
Thus, sentences were phonetized using the text2phone4
script and 2 phonetically balanced corpus were obtained
(training : 9444 sentences and test : 1026 sentences).
Since 100 speakers are planned to record this database,
each sub-corpus was finally split and we obtained :
• a training corpus of 90 speakers (104 or 105
sentences/speaker – average of 26 to 28
words/sentence for each speaker)
• a test corpus of 10 speakers (102 or 103
sentences/speaker – average of 26 or 27
words/sentence for each speaker)

4
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Moreover, a group of sentences, common for each
speaker in both corpora, is added as a single recorded
paragraph. This passage is extracted from “La Science et
L’hypothèse” written by Henry Poincaré. So, one may be
able to use these data in order to perform text dependent
speaker identification experimentation, for example.

3. CORPUS EVALUATION
Since this speech database is dedicated to the training of
acoustic models for speech recognition, it is necessary to
know if the distribution of French phonemes is correct in
our corpus. For this, we conducted an experiment in
which we tried to measure how the Web could contribute
to model and represent phonemes distribution in the
French language.
For this, we compared our phoneme distribution to a
French phoneme distribution found in the literature
(Combescure, 1981). The histogram of both distributions
is presented in Figure 2.
We see that the distribution of phonemes that we observe
on sentences captured on the web, corresponds to a wellknown phoneme distribution of French language. The
correlation between both distributions was evaluated and
we found a coefficient of 0.89, which confirms our
previous conclusions.

4. DATABASE RECORDING
4.1 Database and recording tool
For the acquisition, and managing of speech signals
during recording, we use the EMACOP system,

developed at CLIPS (Vaufreydaz, 1998). EMACOP is a
Multimedia Environment for Acquiring and Managing
Speech Corpora, running under Windows 9x and
windows NT. EMACOP meets SAM (Tomlison 1991)
specifications in input and in output.
Text files, representing SAM description of each speaker
session, are prepared for EMACOP. For the training
part, 990 files of ten sentences are created, 110 for the
test part. One file is added for the single common
paragraph, for each speaker. After this step, EMACOP
integrates these files and create an internal
representation in order to manage all these data and to
control the recording phase. This tool also provides
verification facilities, through an integrated interface, to
check signal quality and consistency between resulting
signals and what was presented to the speaker during
recording.

4.2 Recording phase
Recording will take place in a quiet environment with a
SENNHEISER HMD 410-6 head microphone and a
microphone pre-amplifier PREFER MB-7. The sampling
frequency will be 16 kHz, but we will also record the
database on a DAT audio tape at 48 kHz which will
allow us to provide different sampling rates. The
frequencies below 60 Hz are removed.
The EMACOP system will be use in network mode. A
server controls many client applications and collects
data. First, the client registers information about the
speaker, the recording date, and other useful
information. Then, a calibration of the audio level is
performed before recording. An operator will stay with
the speakers during the whole recording session in order
to ensure that sentences are correctly pronounced. No
listening or visualization of a pronounced sentence is
allowed to speakers but they can repeat a sentence until
they are satisfied with the result.

4.3 Final corpora
Almost all the signals will be correct due to the
mastering of speakers, but we will need to check them.
That’s why, after recording, a verification-by-listening of
all utterances will be done with EMACOP, sentence by
sentence, to correct, if needed, the labeling of signals.
For example, if a speaker has inverted or has forgotten
some words, it is possible to detect and to change it
before exporting the final corpora.
Next, EMACOP will produce SAM data in output. That
means that each corpus, training and test one, will
contain the following items:
• a list of all speaker characteristics (code of speaker,
mother tong, age, sex, smoker or not, etc.)
• a description of all sessions and how items were
presented to speakers
• one directory by speaker

• in each speaker directory, a signal file and an
associated description file (with speakers, recording
and labeling information) for each session
The total size expected of speech recordings, for one
hundred speakers, is about 3 gigabytes with a sampling
frequency of 16000Hz, corresponding to 28 hours of
recorded speech.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown in this paper that Internet documents
can be a very rich source of information for database
recording. However to be useful, one has to clean and
filter out the extracted documents based on the task in
which data will be involved : in this example, speech
corpora recording.
At the end, we will obtain two distinct corpora,
phonetically balanced and representative of French.
Moreover, neither speaker nor sentence will be present in
both corpora, except the common passage. So, we can
assume that these data will be useful to train and verify
different acoustic features.
Because this acoustic modeling was not possible for us
till now due to the lack of speech data to reliably train
triphone models, these recorded corpora will allow us to
build context dependent acoustic models for our
spontaneous speech recognition module called
RAPHAEL (Akbar & Caelen, 1998).
We are planning the recording session with more than
one hundred speakers by the middle of April, 2000.
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